The Hague, 18th June 2018

Subject: Dutch NMVS in production and connected to EU-hub production

We are pleased and proud to announce that on June 18th, the Nederlandse Medicijnen Verificatie Systeem (NMVS) was connected to the European Hub live production environment.

This milestone was successfully completed in collaboration with other NMVO’s, ARVATO and with support by the EMVO team.

Manufacturers and OBP’s
We kindly ask manufacturers and OBP’s to start uploading product and pack data (products for the Dutch market) to the EU Hub as soon as possible to support the common success of the project.

End users Dutch NMVS
We would like to emphasize towards the end users of the Dutch NMVS we have set deadlines for registration to guarantee connection on the 9th Of February 2019. The connection is guaranteed when all involved parties meet their deadlines as communicated in our april newsletter (link). We have added the relevant information of the newsletter as an appendix.

We look forward to collaboration with all involved for the execution of the next steps in this project.

For further information about the Stichting NMVO and the Dutch NMVS, please visit our website www.nmvo.nl or contact us by email (info@nmvo.nl).

With kind regards,

Ida Haisma
Chairman of the Board
Stichting NMVO
Appendix Deadline for guaranteed connection to NMVS

In the newsletter of March we already announced that there would be deadlines for the guaranteed connection to the NMVS. The connection guarantee means that the Stichting NMVO can guarantee that a connection to the NMVS will be effected prior to 9Th of February if the deadlines are met. If deadlines are not met we will do our utmost to support but we can not guarantee that onboarding will be on time. By communicating these deadlines there is enough time for everybody to set-up the processes and manage the dependencies.

There are two important elements in the onboarding

- Contracts need to be in place (describing the obligations and responsibilities of parties)
- The developed webservices are in line with the specifications and thus the data integrity and security demands are met.

With a hard deadline for the FMD on the 9Th of February 2019 expectations have to be clear. If all parties schedule their activities last minute the Stichting NMVO will not be able to respond on time. Therefore the Stichting NMVO has decided to communicate and act on strong deadlines. Not meeting a deadline means that the Stichting NMVO can not guarantee that all processes will be delivered on time for the go live on the 9Th of February

IT Service providers

For the IT service providers we have two deadlines to guarantee that the Stichting NMVO can support the go live on production
• The first deadline is 30th of August. Prior to or at the latest the IT service provider has to register on the development portal. This registration will also provide access to the documentation and the test environment. [LINK]
• The second deadline is the 31st of December. All parties that will have to have performed the onboarding test and have returned a signed copy of the IT service provider contract.

If the first deadline is not met that automatically means that second is not valid any more and Stichting NMVO can not guarantee successful go live prior to the 9th of February.